
Enabled by Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 
The enthralling simulation fantasy game is now available on Intel® Atom™ tablets for Android*.  This 
optimization allows more mobile device users to access the interactive, imaginary excitement right on 
their lightweight, portable screens.  Intel® Software Partners, like Social Point, have unique access to a 
broad portfolio of code, resources and support through the Intel® Developer Zone.  

A kaleidoscopic world awaits in Dragon City.  A simulated fantasyland introduces gamers to friendly and 
fascinating collectible dragon characters. Building their own fanciful kingdoms, players can breed their 
magical pets and create new hybrids. These virtual, evolving islands invite gamers to nurture and train 
their dragons for epic battles against online opponents.  Players even exchange gifts and visit other 
Dragon City fans via the Internet.  A whimsical, ever-changing environment means that every visit to 
Dragon City is full of wonder and discovery.  
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Dragon City by Social Point Brings a Wondrous World of    
Enchantment to Android* Tablets
Now that Dragon City is available for download on high-resolution Android* tablets, the adventure truly 
begins.  The sharp, cartoon-like graphics are breathtaking and lightweight mobility lets the engrossing 
action continue wherever gamers go. 

Eye-catching Graphics

The artistry of the app exceeds expectations. Full, rich colors, vivid 
animation and fully realized characterization bring the brilliant 
make-believe world to life. Imaginative imagery and energizing 
action make the game a visual treat.

Loveable, Virtual Characters

Over 100 different, unique dragons with special personalities, skills 
and attributes endear these fantastic friends to gamers.  Dragons 
can be bred to create unique, new magical hybrids, and users can 
raise and train their dragons like otherworldly pets.  

Dragon Battles

The competition for title of Dragon Master gives gamers a chance 
to show off their amazing magical beasts.  Testing their super skills 
against other players who have also primed their pets for supremacy 
is a wildly entertaining challenge.  

Endless Interactivity

Gamers form an ongoing bond with their collections of creatures, 
and because their self-designed islands are always evolving, the 
game is always fresh and exciting.  Interactions with other gamers 
add  social and competitive elements so there is always something 
to discover and share.  

Mobility and Versatility

Tablet users have the advantage of taking the Dragon City adventure 
wherever they go.  The crystal clear screen enhances the stunning 
graphics and animation and the sleek, portable design gives gamers 
endless opportunities to visit their self-created kingdoms.  The high-
speed Internet connection lets them connect to other fans easily so 
the fun can continue.  



Dragon City on Intel® 
Atom™ Tablets for 
Android*

The elaborate realm of Dragon 
City now enjoys compatibility 
with high-performance 
Android* tablets.  Powered 
by Intel® Atom™ processors, 
tablets provide a solid 
level of functionality and 
responsiveness, so the ongoing 
thrill of fantasy gaming can last.
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To find out more about Intel apps for Android*, 
visit the showcase at 
https://software.intel.com/pams/android




